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New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced yesterday that the city now has its own domain name. Residents and businesses will be able to use the .nyc suffix on web addresses by tapping, as Bloomberg, one of the world's largest brands, said. Having your own unique domain at the highest level –.nyc puts New York at the forefront of the digital landscape and creates new opportunities for our
small businesses. Now they will be able to identify as affiliated with New York, one of the strongest and most prestigious brands in the world. Registration for the addresses will begin at the end of this year, and the fee has yet to be determined by the city. The Map of New York is a valuable tool to use when planning your trip, but it is also helpful when you arrive. With one of these maps in New York, you'll
be able to navigate New York city more easily and plan your days in New York more effectively. 01 of 04 Manhattan streetwise map is my best choice for visitors to New York. It has a solid laminated finish, making it easy to assemble and springy enough to survive repeated trips to New York. We particularly like the compact size of this map - only the size of a piece of legal paper is distributed. The index
includes districts, interesting places and museums. Subway lines are included, as well as a map that includes Manhattan buses. If you don't want to explore Queens or Brooklyn, this map is a good choice. 02 of 04 Smaller when folded than most other maps, this laminated map is a bit softer than other maps, making it easy to stick in your back pocket. In addition to street maps, there are separate subway
and bus maps, which is helpful when you are trying to plan a route by public transport. In addition, the subway map covers the entire subway system (not just Manhattan). The comprehensive index includes more than 100 attractions, as well as parks and monuments of Central Park. There is also a list of useful phone numbers for transport, emergencies and airports on one map panel. 03 of 04 Although not
laminated, this map has one advantage over all others – it is available for free from NYC &amp; Company, the official travel marketing organization in New York. If you decide to ask for a map in advance online, be sure to give plenty of time to reach the map by mail before you leave. You can also pick up a copy of the map at any of new York's official visitor information centers. 04 of 04 Want to map New
York right away? You can print maps of New York City for free from our New York City Neighborhood Maps. Start with Midtown East and wade through the rest. In New York, it's easy to unwittingly book a family at the same hotel where the city's loudest nightclub is held, or come to the city on business, just to find out that you're on the other side of the city from the office. Some guests base your stay in the
heart of Times Square, Square, prefer never step foot into the madness of the most famous crossroads in the world. Whether you're looking for an Instagramming-worthy interior design or the best room to fit a family of five, here are the best New York hotels for you. Busà Photography / Getty Images Hotel 48Lex New York, a modern boutique hotel in midtown Manhattan, has one of the best hotel lounges
in New York. Each room in the hotel has club privileges and the club lounge is like a cocktail party. If you're looking for a Manhattan hotel in the heart of Times Square and Broadway, Hyatt Times Square in New York City is the perfect solution for families. Located just a block from the bright lights and hyper energy of Broadway, this Hyatt property offers a street-level sensory overload shelter. But don't
worry— when you get the room key, the elevator will whisk you upstairs, where it's calmer and quieter. McSorley's Old Ale House The Fitzpatrick is a 4-star hotel owned by the Fitzpatrick family. Their hotel's warmth of the Emerald Island is the reason why Liam Neeson, Bono and other famous Irish faces make The Fitzpatrick home in New York away from home. It's a list of free hyatt place amenities that
really make this hotel home to families. A free and rich hot and cold buffet breakfast (which can be easily paid USD 20 per person elsewhere), free Wi-Fi and a fitness centre are served daily. If you want to check your email or print boarding passes, there are several computer terminals in the lobby and a free printer is also available in the lobby. Go to 5 out of 10 below. Photo: Archer Hotel New, the 180-
room Archer Hotel has plenty of personalities, including a design scheme that nods to a historic neighborhood with industrial-chic accents, and a behind-the-scenes consummating (and fictional) host of the Archer Hotel whose mission is to provide guests with an unforgettable stay. And that they will. Guests can expect thoughtful touches such as a selected art collection (including sculptures, digital art and
more); rotation of night amenities such as those baked by Melissa Cupcakes; and even in the mini reading library room. NYC &amp; Company/Christopher Postlewaite Bridging the ever-popular High Line park just below, this purpose-built, 18-story Meatpacking District hotel, brainchild of celebrity hoteler André Balazs, hasn't lost any it-spot steam since its 2009 debut. Its modern rooms, giving sweeping city
and Hudson River views, are just part of the draw, with a slate of bustling restaurants and drinking places that keep visitors and residents coming back for more. © Susan Breslow Sardone, licensed to About.com, Inc. Bowery Hotel is the first exclusive hotel in the legendary Bowery row of New York City. And if you are Exploring lower Manhattan, SoHo, Little Italy, Chinatown and other iconic New York city
neighborhoods, hotel Bowery is well located. M Świewit Świewit Images Located on 35th Street, Wingate by Wyndham Manhattan Midtown offers mid-level accommodation at reasonable prices for business travelers. Go to 9 out of 10 below. Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts This extravagant apartment occupies the entire penthouse floor of the Four Seasons New York Hotel on the 52nd floor. The four
glass balconies offer an astonishing 360-degree view of the four glass balconies to make you feel like you're floating in the sky. It's a better view than King Kong from the top of the Empire State Building. Hyatt Hotels The Grand Hyatt New York is directly connected to Grand Central Terminal, allowing business travelers to reach a wide range of subway lines to reach almost anywhere in New York City. The
hotel is a large business hotel with more than 1,300 rooms. It has been renovated - and it shows. The lobby is comfortable, but business, corridors and rooms feel fresh, and services such as the 24-hour Grocery Market in the lobby are great for business travelers who are on their own schedule. Whether you want hot corn beef for rye, soup with matzo, or chopped liver, look no further than one of New
York's best deli to satisfy your cravings. Be warned: top deli sandwiches are not cheap. In most of these restaurants, corn beef or pastrami on rye will cost $15 or more. To make sure you have an authentic experience, make sure you have cucumbers and Dr. Brown soda with a meal. Read more: New York City Must-Eat Foods 01 of 08 Rachel Lewis/Getty Images Give your ticket, along with a tip to the
contraband, and get a generous portion of the only hand-carved meat in town. Known as the place of the orgasm scene in When Harry Met Sally, delicious food makes up for the rare décor and ticketing system. 02 of 08 CribbVisuals/Getty Images This deli is not intended to recreate classic NYC deli, but to share montreal's smoked meat tradition with New Yorkers. The original location is in Boerum Hill,
Brooklyn, but they also have a sandwich shop in NoHo if you want to experience it without leaving Manhattan. 03 of 08 LauriPatterson/Getty Images Sturgeon, smoked salmon and Nova are the real stars of this Upper West Side breakfast and lunch spot, but chopped liver and cheese blintzes are also cutting above. Nova with eggs and onions or bagel with cream cheese and smoked salmon is a great
choice for breakfast at Barney Greengrass. 04 of 08 Although it is no longer located on Second Avenue, the 2nd Ave Deli continues to please visitors with outstanding kosher deli offerings at its 33rd Street location. 2nd Avenue Deli is very family friendly (with high chairs and changing tables) and is worth a visit. Go to 5 of 8 below. 05 of 08 Getty Images This downtown Kosher Deli is a great choice in the
area. Spacious restaurant easily accommodate groups of all sizes and even children's menus. pastrami, corn beef, potato pancakes and and Cabbages are great alongside coleslaw, rye bread and cucumbers served in this art-deco restaurant. 06 of 08 Getty Images Known for its unique cheesecake, the trip to Junior's in Brooklyn is an institution in New York. While food may not rival Katz or 2nd Ave Deli,
it's a solid choice for matzo ball soup, chopped liver and sternum. 07 of 08 Getty Images To Upper East Side Kosher Deli serves great pastrami, though their sandwiches are smaller than many other delicatessen. French fries and potato pancakes are popular with diners, along with cucumbers and coleslaw served free of charge at tables. 08 from 08 Salvatore Massara / EyeEm /Getty Images Homemade
cold cuts are a specialty at Sarge's Deli. This 24-hour Murray Hill deli is also a salmon and mustache salad. Deli.
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